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Abstract

This paper shows how it is at least in principle possible to detect impostor nodes in
wireless sensor networks with a quite simplistic detection algorithm by purely statistical
means and merely from external observation without any knowledge of the impostor’s inter-
nal composition. This method, however, requires considerable volumes of internal memory
for any WSN node on which such detection algorithms are supposed to be implemented.
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1 Introduction

Because wireless sensor networks (WSN) communicate by means of radio waves amongst their
member nodes, it is possible (at least in principle) for any hostile 3rd party to smuggle an
impostor node into such a WSN: such an event is called a node replication attack [13]. The
purpose of such a maliciously infiltrated impostor node could be the theft of valuable data from
the WSN, and/or the ‘feeding’ of the WSN with wrong, misleading, confusing or disturbing
pseudo information.

To remain undetected as long as possible, the impostor must act as similarly as possible
as all the other nodes of the WSN, though from time the impostor must also clandestinely
communicate with some hostile ‘kingpin’ (outside the WSN) in order to exfiltrate the stolen
data. Due to this additional clandestine activity of the impostor, there should be a tiny but
nonetheless observable statistical difference between the ‘behavioural pattern’ of the impostor
node in comparison against the ‘behavioural pattern’ of the WSN’s genuine nodes. Without
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any such difference the impostor would remain theoretically undetectable by the genuine nodes
of the WSN. However, because the observable difference between the behaviour of the impostor
and the behaviour of the genuine nodes is only tiny, the question arises for how long (how much
time) the impostor must be observed before the difference gets statistically significant enough
to arouse the ‘suspicion’ of the WSN’s genuine nodes. Because of the close correlation between
‘time’ and ‘space’ in matters of computation, the above-mentioned question can be transformed
into the question of how much memory (internal storage) a genuine WSN node needs in order
to be able to store a long-time observation ‘trace’ from which a ‘suspicion’ can arise with high
plausibility and reliability. This is the question with which we are dealing in this paper.

However because the externally observable behaviour of WSN nodes is in principle non-
deterministic any answer to such a question can merely be a statistical answer without any
absolute certainty — though hopefully still without too many false-positive α-errors (‘friend’
node wrongly suspected to be an impostor) as well as without too many false-negative β-errors
(impostor node wrongly accepted as ‘friend’).

The remainder of this paper motivates and explains the models and methods by means of
which we tentatively tackled the above-mentioned problem, presents and discusses the results
we obtained from the experiments which we designed on the basis of those considerations, and
points to various possibilities of further improving our models, methods, techniques and results
in ‘future work’. Some ‘related work’ is briefly recapitulated in the semi-final section before the
conclusions.

2 Method

2.1 The Casino Analogon

Due to the well-known law of the large numbers in stochastics [25], we know that any growing
sequence of random numbers approaches its ‘average’ expectation with certainty if those ran-
dom numbers belong to a random distribution for which a stochastic expectation value exists
at all. In a fair gambling casino, for example, in which dice games are played with dices of six
faces (that are showing the numbers 1 . . . 6),

• a fair dice must show each of its six faces with the same probability p = 1
6 ,

• and the theoretical expectation value of such a setting is 1+···+6
6 = 7

2 = 3, 5.

In such a context, the well-known law of the large numbers tells us that for a growing sequence of
fair dice rolls the actually observed average value of the sequence must approach the theoretical
expectation value (which indeed exists for the probability distribution of this example) with
certainty — in other words:

lim
n → ∞ [ f1+···+fn

n ]
!
= 3,5

where each fi ∈ {1 . . . 6} is a face of the dice (∀i ∈ {1 . . . n}). This law thus enables the
croupier of the casino to determine empirically and with ever growing confidence whether any
given unknown dice is fair, because for an unfair dice (for which ∃ux, uy ∈ {1 . . . 6} with ux ̸= uy

and p(ux) ̸= p(uy)) the croupier will detect necessarily that

lim
n → ∞ [u1+···+un

n ] ̸= 3,5
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although an epsilon-small ‘residue of uncertainty’ will always remain for any finite n < ∞.
To bridge the conceptual gap between this casino scenario with its fair versus unfair dices, we

show briefly how such a dice (with its observable faces) can be modelled as a probabilistic finite
automaton (PFA) or stochastic finite automaton (SFA) that has —in this casino example—
only one internal state (d, as the dice is a solid object without any internal mechanism) and six
transitions from that internal state to itself.1

In the subsequent sections of this paper we also model WSN nodes in the form of such SFA
— albeit with more than one internal state and different transitions between them. The formal
definition of such SFA is well-known [20], and it is also known that such stochastic ‘machines’
are to some extent identifiable or ‘learnable’ (albeit only with considerable computational dif-
ficulties) by means of Artificial Intelligence techniques on the basis of nothing more than the
external observation of the empirically observable ‘words’ which such SFA ‘emit’ to public vis-
ibility while they internally ‘hop’ probabilistically from internal state to internal state [20]. If
two different SFA, A′, A′′, correspond structurally to the same DFA [5], A, then their ‘pure’
languages are all the same: L(A′) = L(A′′) = L(A), though their individual words have different
probabilities in the cases of A′ versus A′′ (whereas the words of A do not have any probabilities
at all). Thus, ∃w ∈ L(A): pA′(w) ̸= pA′′(w), such that (due to the above-mentioned law of the
large numbers) the difference between A′ and A′′ will be empirically observable after a suffi-
ciently long duration of observation even if the internal structures of those machines remain
hidden and unknown.

In our motivating casino scenario, the fair dice corresponds obviously to the one-state SFA
with the following transition table (1),

Table 1

σ ∈ Σ current state transition probability successor state

‘1’ d p d
‘2’ d p d
‘3’ d p d
‘4’ d p d
‘5’ d p d
‘6’ d p d

with all p = 1
6 , whereas the transition table of the SFA of any unfair dice must have at least

two rows in which p′ ̸= p′′. As we are interested in observing visible output ‘streams’ (words)
of arbitrary length, it is irrelevant for the purposes of this paper whether any state s of a given
SFA is an ‘accepting’ state; (alternatively: every state is an ‘accepting’ state).

2.2 SFA Models of WSN Nodes

From the concrete WSN node example of [30] we have abstracted the formal structure of a
finite automaton the transition table of which is shown below (2). Thereby we followed the
method of abstraction described in [29]. On the basis of [30] our finite automaton of a ‘normal’

1The theory of probabilistic automata (with its many decidability or undecidability results) is well established
at least since the early 1960s [27]. Equally well known is the close theoretical relationship between such automata
and Markoff chains [14] via the concept of Markoff automata [18], such that already available stochastic and
statistical analysis techniques for Markoff chains [9][24](Ch. 2) can be made fruitful for the theoretical analysis
of probabilistic automata, too. The discussion of such statistical methods themselves, such as (for example) the
χ2 adaptation test that constructively establishes a notion of statistical ‘significance’ [10], cannot be included
into the scope of this paper.
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WSN node has the following seven internal (un-observable) states: q0 start state ‘sleeping’, q1
‘announcing’, q2 ‘listening’, q3 ‘forwarding foreign message type <A>’, q4 ‘forwarding foreign
message type <C>’, q5 ‘processing’, and q6 ‘sending own message’. Thus: at each time-unit,
the node does something. This ‘doing’ is represented by a state transition in the SFA which
models the node. Moreover, each transition is associated with an observable output symbol.
Thus, a period of stochastic operation of a node is represented by a word produced by the SFA.
In other words, each random word is a description of the observable behaviour of a node over
a finite period of time.

For our automaton’s alphabet Σ, the symbols of which represent the node’s externally observ-
able communication events, we also consulted [6] in which the various types of distinguishable
messages (including their header parts, their body parts, their closure parts) are described. In
our alphabet we have the following six ‘visible’ symbols: ah ‘header of a message of type <A>’,
ab ‘body of a message of type <A>’, ac ‘closure of a message of type <A>’, ch ‘header of a
message of type <C>’, cb ‘body of a message of type <C>’, and cc ‘closure of a message of
type <C>’, whereby <A> represents some ‘announcement’ message and <C> represents some
message about some ‘sensor event’.

Moreover, in our model-design the special symbol ϵ ∈ Σ represents one time-unit of silence
during which the node is internally busy without emitting any message. Though the node
does not emit anything during that period of time, the phenomenon of its silence is externally
observable, too, which justifies our model-design of a specific symbol for this phenomenon. For
example: the string ‘ϵϵ’ represents the observable passing of two time-units of silence. For the
conceptual purposes and the research questions of this paper the actual ‘physical’ duration of
‘one unit of time’ is not relevant.

Table 2

σ ∈ Σ current state transition probability successor state

ϵ q0 0.9 q0
ah q0 0.1 q1
ab q1 0.9 q1
ac q1 0.1 q2
ϵ q2 0.6 q0
ϵ q2 0.1 q1
ϵ q2 0.1 q2
ah q2 0.1 q3
ch q2 0.05 q4
ϵ q2 0.05 q5
ac q3 0.1 q2
ab q3 0.9 q3
cc q4 0.1 q2
cb q4 0.9 q4
ϵ q5 0.1 q2
ϵ q5 0.8 q5
ch q5 0.1 q6
cc q6 0.1 q2
cb q6 0.9 q6

The probability values (0 ≤ pi ≤ 1) attached to the various transitions of our automaton could
not be retrieved from any of the above-mentioned papers [6][29][30]. At that point we had to
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apply some ‘common sense’ intuitively in order to arrive at a reasonable and plausible formal
model.2 As far as the observable behavioural difference between a normal member node and
an impostor node in a WSN is concerned, we assumed that the impostor ‘wants’ to imitate the
observable behaviour of regular nodes as perfectly as possible whilst also having to communicate
confidentially with some ‘kingpin’ outside the WSN (on a different radio frequency for which
the regular WSN nodes do not have any sensor). Thus, from the perspective of a regular WSN
node, the impostor’s hidden communication with the ‘kingpin’ is quasi-‘observable’ only in the
form of some time-units of silence (ϵ). For these reasons, the formal models of the regular node
and the impostor node differ mainly in the transition probabilities of the ϵ transitions and only
little in the transition probabilities of the ‘visible’ communication events which the impostor
‘wants’ to imitate as best as possible. Structurally, the transition table of the impostor node
is the same as the transition table of the normal node; due to shortage of page space in this
paper we do not print this similar impostor table here.

This smallness of the differences between the automata models of the regular node and the
impostor node (which vary numerically in the various series of our experiments: see below) will
considerably challenge our following decider algorithm.

2.3 The Decider Algorithm

Because our decider algorithm makes a statistical comparison between an actually received in-
put word and a (pseudo)-randomly generated reference word, which is created from an output
stream that represents the series of a specific node’s most recent actions, the (pseudo)-random
number generator called by the decider algorithm must be of high ‘randomness’ quality; oth-
erwise the statistical comparison between the input word and the reference word would yield
unreliable decisions on the basis of spurious correlations resulting from ‘instrumental artefacts’.
After several preliminary tests, the Julia implementation of Xoroshiro128+, version 1.5.3,3 was
found good enough and was thus chosen for the subsequent experiments.

Algorithm A

PROC DetectImpostor(A: word_received)

{ n := length(A)

B := randomGenerateInternalWord(n)

positiveSignals := 0

FOR(k = 1...n)

{ subStrA := firstSymbols(A,k)

subStrB := firstSymbols(B,k)

tabA := generateFreqTable(subStrA)

tabB := generateFreqTable(subStrB)

signif := calcChiSquare(tabA,tabB)

IF(signif > criticalVal)

{ increment positiveSignals } }

IF(positiveSignals > n/2)

{ return true } // oracle: "impostor"

ELSE

2In the end, however, our actually chosen pi values are not even relevant for the purpose of demonstrating
the capability of our technique: it would be easy to re-run all of our experiments (see below) with differently
chosen pi values just as well.

3https://github.com/JuliaRandom/RandomNumbers.jl [7]
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{ return false } // oracle: "friend" }

For the sake of rapid decision-making the design of our statistical decider algorithm A (see
above) is quite simplistic, although there is much reason to assume that more sophisticated
(but, hence, also slower) algorithms would lead to more accurate decisions; (see below: ‘Related
Work’ and ‘Future Work’). Simply stated, our algorithm is intended to:

• output ‘friend’ if there is a ‘statistically significant’ correlation between a random input
word that was externally produced from the normal node automaton and a random refer-
ence word that was internally produced (by the algorithm itself with help of Julia) from
the normal node automaton, too.

– The oracle is fallible (error type α: false positive)

• output ‘crook’ if there is no ‘statistically significant’ correlation between a random input
word that was externally produced from the impostor node automaton and a random
reference word that was internally produced (by the algorithm itself with help of Julia)
from the normal node automaton.

– The oracle is fallible (error type β: false negative)

In both oracles, ‘statistical significance’ is determined by the method of ‘χ2’.
For the sake of speed the algorithm does not consider the (exponentially large) set of all

possible sub-strings, but only a ‘linear’ sub-set thereof. Since the χ2 test is called repeatedly
in the body of the FOR-loop, the algorithm even in this simple form is already rather slow.

2.4 Design Considerations for the Experiments

Our randomised experiments are designed along the lines of the following considerations and
parameters:

• We do not only want to detect an impostor node, but also ‘confirm’ a friend node as such.
For this reasons we need

– several experimental series in which random ‘words’ from the impostor automaton
are compared against random ‘words’ from the normal automaton;

– several experimental series in which random ‘words’ from the normal automaton are
compared against other random ‘words’ from the normal automaton, too.

• Due to the law of the large numbers we may reasonably hypothesize that the identifica-
tion rate in any of the above-mentioned scenarios gets better when the ‘words’ that are
compared against each other get longer. For this reason we need

– several experimental series in which, for fixed probability values, the ‘words’ com-
pared against each other are rather short;

– several experimental series in which, for fixed probability values, the ‘words’ com-
pared against each other are rather long;

• For the detection of the impostor node (with its slightly different finite automaton) it
is also ‘reasonable’ to hypothesise that its detection gets easier when the probability
differences (compared against the transition probabilities in the normal automaton) get
larger. For this reason we also need
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– several experimental series in which, for fixed word lengths, the probability differ-
ences between the two automata are rather ‘small’;

– several experimental series in which, for fixed word lengths, the probability differ-
ences between the two automata are rather ‘large’.

For all the above-mentioned combinations we conducted numerous experiments the results of
which are shown in the subsequent section.

To be able to measure our algorithm’s detection accuracy in percent (%), each experimental
‘run’ consisted of 100 ‘repetitions’ (each with its own different random input) in which the
numbers of α-errors (false-positive) and the numbers of β-errors (false-negative) were recorded.
The final aim of these experiments —in accordance with the title of this paper— was the
discovery of a positive correlation between memory requirements (proportionally represented
by the lengths of the ‘words’) and accuracy of detection, whereby it is (again) reasonable to
hypothesise that the highly accurate identification of the impostor or the friend will require
considerably amounts of memory.

3 Experimental Results

Because of the page space limitation in this paper, we cannot show the results of all experiments
which we have carried out. In this section we can only show a ‘representative selection’, whereby
our other results (which are not shown in this paper) are all quite similar to the ones which are
shown.

3.1 Identification of Friend Nodes

The following table (3) shows that the friend node can be identified as a ‘friend’ with high
reliability by our simple algorithm only after approximately 1000 symbols have been received
and processed (whereby for each word length ℓ we had 100 experimental ‘runs’ with different
words):

Table 3

ℓ Friend identified β-Error

9 17/100 83/100

99 73/100 27/100

199 81/100 19/100

299 83/100 17/100

399 87/100 13/100

499 89/100 11/100

599 93/100 7/100

699 94/100 6/100

799 92/100 8/100

899 96/100 4/100

999 92/100 8/100

The table also shows that, with the method implemented by our simple algorithm, the im-
provement in the accuracy of the identification grows considerably slower than ℓ — i.e.: for a
‘slightly’ more reliable identification of a friend node, the observation length (and, hence, the
memory requirements) must ‘strongly’ increase.
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Table 4

ℓ Impostor detected α-Error

9 14/100 86/100

99 69/100 31/100

199 83/100 17/100

299 83/100 17/100

399 83/100 17/100

499 88/100 12/100

599 87/100 13/100

699 87/100 13/100

799 86/100 14/100

899 86/100 14/100

999 87/100 13/100

3.2 Detection of the Impostor Node

3.2.1 Probability Difference ‘large’ and fixed, Word Length growing

Similar to the previous table, also table (4) shows a rather slowly growing improvement of the
detection rate for longer and longer observations.

3.2.2 Word Length ‘large’ and fixed, Probability Difference growing

In the final table of this paper, ℓ = 1000 for all experimental ‘runs’. The differences D, which
appear as natural numbers in the following table (5), simply refer to the number ofmodifications
which were made in the transition table of the regular WSN node’s finite automaton (see above)
in order to obtain the finite automaton of a similar impostor node. As mentioned above, these
differences affect only the transition probabilities of the two automata — not their alphabets
nor their graphical structures.

Table 5

D Impostor detected α-Error

1 73/100 27/100

3 89/100 11/100

5 89/100 11/100

7 92/100 8/100

9 96/100 4/100

11 98/100 2/100

13 98/100 2/100

15 97/100 3/100

17 98/100 2/100

19 99/100 1/100

As expected, any ‘clumsy’ impostor, who cannot imitate the ‘statistical average behaviour’ of
a regular WSN node with a high level of similarity, can be identified by the purely statistical
methods of our simple detection algorithm with high reliability.

However, our detection rates did not reach acceptable levels of reliability for ℓ ≤ 1000.
According to our experiments, our simplistic algorithm can yield acceptably reliable results only
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for observations of ℓ > 1000, which corresponds to a considerable volume of internal memory
for any WSN node on which such detection algorithms are supposed to be implemented.

4 Related Work

Surveys such as [2][3][6] about wireless sensor networks in general can be found in large quanti-
ties. The literature about particular case-specific WSN designs, deployments and applications
is already so vast that it cannot be concisely summarised any more. Recent application-oriented
surveys can be found in [1][21][28]. All in all, the formal modelling of WSN nodes and communi-
cation algorithms by means of stochastic automata is well known and widely accepted [23][31]:
for comparison see also [17]. More specific surveys about WSN protection and security (which
is the theme of our paper) are also known [8][11][12][15][16][33].

Somewhat related to our work is [26] in which the nodes of a WSN must make decisions
about whether a data measurement result communicated by some node to its adjacent nodes
is reliable or perhaps a negligible ‘outlier’ due to some technical ‘glitch’. Such a decision
problem would occur, for example, when most nodes in a region would measure a spring time
temperature of +22 Celsius whilst one node reports to have measured a winter temperature of
−17 Celsius. Whereas in [26] such a node is simply presumed to have ‘erred’, in the context of
our work such a node might possibly be a hostile ‘crook’ node attempting to confuse the WSN
deliberately.4 Also in [26] some type of finite automaton (NFA) is used to model a WSN node
formally.

In [13] the presence of a hostile impostor node in a WSN is explicitly presumed. In that
paper it was also noted that the detection of such a node by the other nodes is “memory de-
manding” [13]. Also in that paper (such as in ours) we found a random-number-based impostor
identification algorithm [13](Fig. 1) together with some experimentally obtained detection like-
lihood statistics [13](Fig. 7); however little was stated about the opposite dilemma of falsely
suspecting a friend node to be an impostor.

Also [32] was concerned specifically with the detection of node replication attacks, for the
purpose of which several highly sophisticated (i.e.: quite complicated —even including cryptog-
raphy) distributed algorithms (protocols) were defined and discussed. With such distributed
methods many WSN nodes are ‘helping together’ to identify an impostor, whereas with our
technique any WSN node can make such a detection attempt individually. According to [32]
the detection probability was on average very high (often up to 100%), whereas the memory
consumption of the detection protocol remained somewhat problematic, and little was stated
about the run-time efficiency (i.e.: time needed from the start of a distributed protocol to the
decision about the detection of an impostor) of those methods. By contrast, we have attempted
to tackle the given problem quite simplistically, by purely statistical means and without any
sophisticated cryptographic techniques, albeit with somewhat lower detection rates.

Moreover, our paper was also inspired by [22] in which, too, for some given probabilistic finite
automaton (PFA), a detection problem was ‘asymptotically’ solved “with increasing certainty
as more information is acquired from observing the behaviour of the given PFA”. However, the
detection problem in that paper differs slightly from our detection problem in the sense that the
observer in [22] tries to guess in which particular internal state the observed PFA currently is
(which requires ‘white box’ knowledge of its entire internal state space), whereas our work aims
merely at guessing whether the observed PFA as a whole belongs to a specific class (‘friend’ or

4As the algorithm presented in this paper cannot discern between malicious behavior and node’s behavior
which has simply ‘erred’, α-errors were taken into account during experimental runs.
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‘impostor’) whereby the observed PFA’s internal state space remains hidden in a ‘black box’.5

In [22] the problem was solved by way of reduction to the comparability problem for convergent
Markoff chains.

Last but not least it is worth noting that, from a software engineering perspective, the given
problem (in its formal PFA or SFA representation) is also amenable to the well-known software
engineering techniques of mutation testing [19]. The problem in this context is the ingenious
‘discovery’ or creative ‘invention’ of suitable mutation operators [4] by the software engineer in
such a manner that the resulting test sequences can reliably distinguish an automaton A from a
mutant A′. However, after some suitable mutation operators have been found and defined, the
distinction (or equivalence) decision about A and A′ can be reached in polynomial time [19].

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have demonstrated that it is at least in principle possible to detect impostor
nodes in wireless sensor networks with quite simplistic detection algorithms by purely statistical
means and from mere observation without any knowledge of the impostor’s internal composition.

It is important to note that throughout this paper we have worked under the the assumption
of a so-called homogeneous WSN in which all member nodes are supposed to be of identical types,
whereby the ‘type’ of a node is defined by its abstract PFA (or SFA). By contrast, our method is
not directly applicable in so-called heterogeneous WSN which are deliberately and purposefully
composed of nodes of various different types: in such cases, multiple detector algorithms would
be needed for the multiple types of nodes that can be found in a heterogeneous WSN.

Anyway —and in accordance with other already published literature— our detection rates
did not reach acceptable levels of reliability for observations of length ℓ < 1000. This result
implies that considerable volumes of internal memory are needed for any WSN nodes on which
such detection algorithms are supposed to be implemented.

Last but not least we may remark that the ‘implantation’ of our algorithm into a ‘normal’
node n changes the observable run-time-behaviour of n itself as soon as the detector algorithm
gets invoked. For this reason it might seem recommendable to deploy our detection algorithm
only in special ‘passive’ (or ‘always-silent’) listener-nodes which do not normally communicate
with the ‘normal’ other nodes of the WSN into which they are placed.

5.1 Outlook to Possible Future Work

As both our formal models and our detection algorithm had been designed quite simplistically
for the exploratory purposes of this paper, more precise results might be obtained in ‘future
work’ by refining the formal models with more details as well as by augmenting the detection
algorithm with more sophisticated techniques of reasoning (Artificial Intelligence) — albeit at
the price of a longer time-to-detection. Moreover, as mentioned above, further adaptations and
improvements of our technique would also be needed for heterogeneous WSN of multiple types.
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